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Further remarks on the Bill.
indicate by saying "aye".

THE CLERK:

If not, all those in favor EFH

Those opposed.

The Bill is passed.

'

Calendar No. 287, H.B. No, 6909, an Act permitting per-

~~

i

sons over eighteen years of age to donate blood without parental

j

permission in certain instances,
JOHN D. PRETE:
Mr. Speaker, I move acceptance of the Joint Committee's
favorable report and passage of the Bill, '

"

.

M R . SPEAKER:
Question's on acceptance and passage.

Will you remark.

JOHN D. PRETE:
M r . Speaker, this Bill allows young people between the
ages of 18 and 21 to give blood without parental consent.

There

is a serious shortage of blood for medicinal purposes in the Statej
of Connecticut at this time, and the Bill works in the direction

':

of resolving that shortage.

,

I urge the passage of the Bill.

MR. SPEAKER:
:

7

Further remarks on the Bill. -

.

>

LUCIEN A. DIMEO:

j

• Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of this Bill, which is
the first Bill that I introduced in the House.

j

It, in my opinion,:

; the trend today is towards giving youth more and more responsibility, and I am highly In favor of that.

Not only giving them some

:of the responsibilities and also the privilege^ of adulthood.
privileges must be balanced by•respnsiblities.

But

And I think that

1441.
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.youth today wants to become involved, and one of the ways they can EFH
become involved in a very human way is to donate blood,
sorely needed.

It's

\

This Bill only allows for blood to be donated.

It is (inaudible) blood which would be sold.

But only by,,,it

can

be only collected by those organizations which accept blood on a
;donation basis.

And while we have received the support from this ;

Bill from educators, from the people in the medical profession,
the only negative aspect that I heard from «nyone was the question]
of whether the youth of this age, with some of their problems,

|

might create a health problem,

j

I checked this thing out with

competent medical authority, anu they've assured me that certainlyij
as we all know at 18 years of age that we are,..we were...those of!
Uo that have passed it..,we were, at that age, at our healthiest.
And the youth today is certainly capable physically and certainly |
want to participate, and they should be allowed to participate.
Thank you.

.

,

MR. SPEAKER:
/

Further remarks on the Bill.

indicate by saying "aye".

If not, all those in favoij

Those opposed.

i

The Bill is passed.

;!

THE CLERK:
Calendar No, 289, substitute for H.B. No. 5098,
CARL R . AJELLO, JR.:
" Mr, Speaker, may Calendar No. 289, substitute for
No, 5098, be passed retaining its.place.
M R . SPEAKER:
>

Without objection, so ordered.

H.B.

•

1 1 6 0

Question is on passage for the bill.

Will you remark further?

II those in favor signify by saying, "aye".
have it.

^

M - i?

—

Opposed, "nay".

,

If no' .

The ayes

t

THE CLERK:
CAL. WO. 273«

File no. 223.

Judiciary.

^h/p
"

Favorable report of the joint committee on

j
j

, An Act Concerning Approval by State Referees
'

J
I
)

of land Purchas'

hways.

>JAT0R CALDWELL:
Mr. President, I move the acceptance of the committee's favorable report and. passage of the bill.

j

Present law provides that the Commissioner

of Transportation can purchase condemned property, without the approval of
a referee up to a value of $3000, this extends that figure from $3000 to
$15, 000.

I urge the adoption.

THE CHAIR:
Will you remark further?
Opposed, "nay.

If not, all those in favor say, "aye".

The ayes have it.

The bi

!

massed.

THE CLERK:
CAL. NO. 275o

File No. 222.

Public Health and Safety.

Favorable report of the Joint Committee on

House bill no. 6909.

An Act Permitting Persons

i

over 18 years of age to Donate Blood without Parental Permission in Certain
instances.
SENATOR PAC:
Mr. President, I move acceptance of the joint committee's favorable
report and passage of the bill.

j

This bill would permit any person over the >

age of 18 to contribute or donate blood.

When we think of the vast reser-

- . of possible donations that the campuses represent, thio bill bcoomoc

\

increasingly attractive.

And what happens is that, most of these kids are

away from school and are unable to get the parental consent.
j they do contribute blood.
i

So at times,

Mow, the question arises that perhaps some legal

j problems, If there should be some infection or some consequence that affect
I

the donation

of blood.

I think at this age, they are old enough to decide

whether they can contribute.
j| THE CHAIR:
1

Question is on passage of the bill.

Will you reus rk further?

all those in favor say, "aye11. Opposed, "nay".

CAL. NO. 277,

File No. 218.

Environment.

If not,

TV- bH - '

Favorable report of the joint committee on the

- ^ o - *»,••<-» tv.7^

An Act Concerning Travel Trailers

and Campers.
SENATOR PAC:
jj

Mr. President, I move that we pass this retaining its place.
rn

HE CHAIR:
So ordered.

There being no objection.

, THE CLEF ft":
||
CAL. NO. 278.
ronment.

File No. 219.

Favorable -

Substitute for H

' of the joint committee on

. . . ..An Act Prohibiting the Sale

of Certain Wild Animals and Wild Animal Products,

As amended by H. A. A.

SENATOR PAC:
Mr. President, I move acceptance of the joint committee's favorable
report and passage of the bill.

First of all, there are some amendments

and if ;^ou look on page 2 of your files, you'll f-'
a s and .. „

hi oris is dpi p+.pd and -in.c-A-r

t the line 39, the
.

. „
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this bill which has been nassed in a substantial number of
states, I'd be glad to give you the list of them at a later
date, sirmly makes it clear that we are not a guarantor.
If we're negligent in any way we're liable and we can see
that we should be but we do not feel that we should bo
liable as a guarantor for something that in the present
state of medical knowledge, there's nothing in the world
we can do about it.
The third bill snonsored by the Hosnital Association Is
638^ (Ren. Griswold of the 109th.) AN ACT CONCERNING CONSENT FOR AUTOPSIES. Telephone consent for autopsies. Now
when I get through here I'm going down to Judiciary and
testify on exactly the same bill which is Senate Bill 137
which Sen. Rimer has introduced, so if you want to leave
it out of here I'd be glad to deal with it in Judiciary.
They are two bills almost word for word. This happens to
be the one I drew and it got here. Sen. Rimer's is very
similar and is in Judiciary.
,:-6909 (Rep. DiMeo of the 98th.) AN ACT CONCERNING PERMITTING PERSONS OVER EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE TO DONATE BLOOD
WITHOUT PARENTAL PERMISSION IN CERTAIN INSTANCES. Down in
Judiciary this morning there is another bill on the ouestion
of letting persons eighteen years of age and older consent
to any hosnital procedure. If that bill nasses, that will
take care of the situation. If it does not pass, we thinV
that certainly 6909 is
sten in the right direction. I
think peonle are doing it all the time. There's a blood
donation drive at Yale and they go out and collect blood
from students at Yale, UConn., or other nlaces and nobody
goes around and asks narental consent, but technically I
think they're wrong and one of these days something is
going to go wrong with one of these donations and we're
going to have a law suit on the ground that you didn't get
narental consent, and It seems to be a person of this age
knows what blood donation is and should be entitled to give
consent to it.
And the last bill as you might expect, which we are not in
support, is the one you've just heard testimony on, 7273 .
introduced by Ren. Rose. This bill raises very serious
problems as far as hospitals are concerned. I'd like to go
back a little on the history of where this statute as it
exists before the language changes suggested by 7273 came
from. There was a case back in the fifties involving Backus
Hospital in Norwich where a natient who had had a large
hosnital bill in the past came in, received ;1.200 worth of
hospital treatment, and she said, "I don't want to be on
welfare". Well, do you have any assets? None whatsoever.
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Mr. Fla.na.ger: About H.B-. ?1
which relates to the New Haver fire
training school , this is the first school that was established In the state of Conn, and cane under the assistance
of state arpropriatione beck in t o/|q# The area now where
this school is located, which is at the junction of pi and
95 in the city of New Haven, is now "oin" to have to be renlaced. because the land down there has been sold, proneity
ownedby the city of New Haven. I do not notice any amount
of money that they are requesting, and in fact I would
hesitate I think to nut a figure here because I think you
would be somewhat skeptical about passing it on but I will
give an estimate as to what they may he looking for would
be ::500,000 to replace this school.
The Hew Haven school was one of the first of its tyre in
the United States and other states have used the Hew Haven
fire training "choo"1 as a. ^odel as they have increased
their fire f-raining facilities. And this is nart of the
legislative nacka.ge from the city of New Haven and introduced by the legislators from New Haven.
Sen. Pac: Any questions? Than1' you. Anyone else wishing to speak
on 6512? In that case from here on in we'll have sneakers
come un at random and sneak on any bill that Is before us.
First of all I'll call on Mr. Judd.
Richard L. Judd, State Chairman of the Conn. Red Cross Blood Program:
I am a volunteer and I'm sneaking in favor of hill f 69 OP
introduced by Re". DiMeo.
The Conn. Red Cross Blood Program has been one of the
most outstanding of its type in the country. We celebrated
our twentieth anniversary last year and are continuing to
serve the neonle of Conn, in a very important and necessary
nrogram. Wei collect over 108,000 units of blood ner year
which is distributed to patients in hospitals throughout
the state as well as out of the state. We are asking that
this committee favorably nass upon this bill which will
allow individuals eighteen years of age and older to donate
blood without narental permission or authorization. This
is an important nart of our nrogram. Youth today in the
state is committed to this nrogram and I can sneak to you
officially as Dean of Student Affairs at Central Conn.
State College where our own college supports this nrogram
very heavily. But a large majority of our students are
under twenty one years of age and must have a signed slip
before they'are eligible to donate the blood. This causes
them, as well as us, undue nr obi ems in getting this permission. And we feel that students of this age are canable

>
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of conAnrr to a decision on this matter of their life as
well ns in many others. We know from practical experience
that they want to, but because they have to get the siin
they cannot always cone in to give blood. I sneak as a
representative of the thirty-six chapters of the state
asking you to endorse this narticular proposal and I'm
willing to answer any questions which you may have of mo.

Ren. Rose: Has there been any medical advice concerning the dangers
of this a m groun giving blood?
Mr. Judd: I will defer that question to our medical director, but
basically the national nrogram under which we are licensed
to act through the National Institutes of Health nrovides
anyone between the ages of eighteen and sixty I believe are
eligible to give. But our medical director is here and he
can answer that for you.
Rep. Rose: They're certainly eligible to give it for the protection
of their country.
Mr. Judd: Yes they are.
Sen. Pac: Anyone else sneaking on this bill?
Edward E. Morse, Director of the Division of of Hematology in the
department of Laboratory Medicine at the University of
Conn. Health Center, and the Medical Director of the
Red Cross Blood Program in Connecticut: I'd like to
sneak in favor of this H.B. 6909 which relates to the
allowing individual s over the age of eighteen or over to
donate blood of their own free will. The reason we feel
this is particular?y important is, as Mr. Judd said, the
life of this program in Conn, depends unon its continual
renewal through the approach to youth In this state. We
know there are many individuals in the colleges who are
ready to give blood just as they are ready to serve their
country in other ways. And. these individuals and their
parents a.re very much in favor of this nrogram. The
necessity for obtaining a written permission to meet the
nresent law often interferes with m m collection of blood
on the college campuses if, for instance, at the U. of
Conn, there are six hundred young blood, donors ready to
give "Mood .and some two hundred of them do not have a si in
at hand. Which can occur because the siin was sent home
but at the time the narents were signing all of the other
remission si ins it was not obvi ous that this was particular!;
important or the individual involved in deciding to donate
the blood may d oca da at a time later that this really is an
important nart of his lifeand at that time, it's much more
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difficult Bel.pg remote from home t o get such permission.
In this re^rrd rTo feel ^h'^t the nresent law is a deterrent
end inhibit in-- fs.dbor i n developing e. youthful blood nrogram end would ? i""re to have the law altered es it is
written here. The averorre e.^e of blood donors in the state
a t the nresent time i s ^4*6. And so we have e. nrogram made
un of individuals who have been dedicated to it for a
Ion" time. He would like to on en the doors wider to allow
the youth of this state to begin narticination early in
their life t o develon t h e s e rood habits that will sunnort
our hospitals throughout their lives.
If I may as1' n n w i ssion to also sneak to S.B. 88^ at this
time?
'

Ren. Po°os The matter of ^he resnonsibility under the lew of parents
giving nerni ssion to *~>1 nor1-. Is this at all involved?
Surely Red Cross doesn't want to get involved in law suits
that mi"ht bo drawn connected with a child not having been
given permission from the parents. I presume this has been
cleared.
Mr. Morses He ire sumortlng thi
iq snecificallv because we do
vrent to mp^ nt°^ n o 1 ^ n^T-i^i^h ^ v] *hhe mos"*~ l
nossihl e
wa.v, but reco~ni r,e that reouirirg a nermi ssion from the
narents fro^ an individual who is canable of determining
his own will. in this situation is a deterrent. In these
instances where the parents m°y approve the individual by
dint of his com inn* to the bloodmobile indicates his willingness to rive the unit of blood. But the legal requirement
that pHnvr* "be a demonstration of n a r e n t a l nermi ssion is
what is inhibitory at the nresent time. Now I'm not sure
that answers your ouestion.
Rep. Roses No, but that's because T'm concerned, about the danger
and I ' m sure it must have been cleared by the Bed Cross
that under the present, law a miror must get permission
for surgery in the hosnital o r certain other treatments
and I lust would hone that this would not be a matter T'm sure somebod" el so could answer that
Mr, Morse: Yes, I'm sure Mr. Cornish, the manager of the Greater
Hartford Chanter can sneak to that ouestion.
Sen. Pac: Any other auestion?

Thank you.

Donald L. Cornish, Manager of the American National Red Cross for the
state of Connecticut: I speak in favor of bill 6909 and
add to what these two gentlemen have said by saying:

it 6
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1. The American National Red Cross and its Chanters in
Connecticut enthusiastically endorse this bill.
2. Requirement for narental consent for donors between the
ages of 18 and 21. is a deterrent to the involvement of the
youth of Connecticut in this positive contribution to the
health needs of the neonle of Connecticut.
3. The parents are sunnortive of youth donors to the Red
Cross Blood. Program as evidenced by the fact that they gave
consent to 7000 youth donors during the past year.
There is precedent for this legislation which has been
enacted in former years in New York, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland, Virginia and Illinois, and so
forth.
Pinal?:/ I would like to leave for the c omrai 11 e e end or s em e nt s
from twenty-seven communities in the state of Connecticut
which we have received in writing.

Sen. Pac; Any questions? Thank you. Anyone else wishing to sneak
on this or any other bill before us today.
Dr. Philip Shelton, Hartford, wearing the right hat: I'm an
ophthalmologist and Chairman of the Legislative Committee,
Eye Section, and representing the Conn. State Medical
Society on bill 6 SI 5 and 6586 AN ACT CONCERNING OPTOMETRISTS AS MEMBERS OF CERTAIN COMMITTEES ON VISION CARE
and 6 586 (Ren. Simons of the 139th.) AN ACT PROVIDING
OPTOMETRIC SERVICES BY MEDICAL SERVICE CORPORATIONS, both
of which the medical society onnoses.
Now we onpose bill 651,5 which provides an expanded definition for those committees which ootometrists are required
to serve on. It expands the definition to boards and
clinics and further expands it to regional health centers
and. any, of any nolitical subdivision of the state. We
are against this because optometrists are not physicians.
They are not suited by education, training or experience
to advise on health matters. They are trained and licensed
only to measure the optical power of the human eye and to
adant glasses for the correction thereof. They will contribute their opinion on these statements, but they do
not bring medical, they do not bring expertise in a
scientific way to those items other than refraction and
therefore they would contribute nothing to their position
on these boards.
For example, there's a board proposed as medical examiners
board for the Department of Transportation which I
appeared against yesterday which includes an optometrist.
Now optometry could just as well be on that board, as nodiatry
because a man could have a foot drop and he could have hi a

•j T
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of what you did with them, you don't make a horse or a
cow. The man is an optometrist and he would be more
than under the state enabling act practicing his field.
So that regardless of whether you cover the fees he
couldn't invade your nractice because by law he wouldn't
be allowed to enter your field.
Dr. O'Rourke: I'm concerned xfith the way the nublic would internet
this.
Sen. Gunther: We're talking nublic internretation and we're talking
about law. We license these various fields and we set
them un no we have very definite, in fact Conn, is very
sevem in their limiting of the various professions and
nara-medical and that type of thing, so that we aren't
talking about allowing them greater latitude. Yoi#re
talking about nublic image.
Dr. O'Rourke: Correct.
Sen. Gunther: And you feel this Dr. O'Rourke: The law separates them and the coverage of fees Includes them. And I feel this would confuse the nubile.
Sen. Pac: Any other questions? Thank you.
to be heard on any of the bills?

Anyone else wishing

Dr. John Thayer, representing the State Medical Society: I would
like to talk to bill 6QQ? which Is an act concerning
nermitting nersons eighteen years of age to donate blood
without narental nermission in certain instances.
I do not wish to talk the bill to death and this statement and the statement on the °.B. 885 An act concerning
blood and tissue as a medical service which has been referred to nreviously this morning, I believe both of thesa
statements have been given to your secretary, and I would
like to just reinforce the fact that they have been here
and that they are before your committee.
Sen. Par: Any questions?
Ben. 7^ons: Mr. Chairman, will the doctor indicate whether he is
onnosed or in favor ?
Dr. Thayer: I am. in favor of passage of both bin is.
Sen. Pac: Thr>ri]r rrou. Anyone else wishing to sneev on nn« "M n ? tc
not, the hearing is ended.

